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Updated Auto Plus Kicks Off the New Year in Style! Auto Plus 2.05 Raises the
Bar on Automotive Industry Software Systems!

The original version of Auto Plus allowed those in the automotive industry to enhance
organization, productivity, efficiency, as well as more easily manage systems. Now with the
added features the updated version goes steps further insofar as augmenting access
information, inventory, electronic cataloging, purchase order changes, accounts receivable and
payable, customer information, order entries, and much, much more. In short, the sophisticated
software is as simple to use but even more efficient and more cost effective.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) January 28, 2005 -- Just imagine if the original Auto Plus Software realized such
astounding results, think of what the updated Auto Plus 2.05 Version can do for your business? Mr. Johnny
Halverson, CEO/President of RiverÂ�s Edge, Inc., a leading provider of automotive software applications is
pleased to announce that RiverÂ�s Edge has raised the bar on organization by introducing the upgraded Auto
Plus 2.05 Version, a revolutionary, cutting edge software that is taking the auto industry by storm. The updated
version of the software release is being considered the BEST automotive solution for the small, mid sized and
larger automotive corporations. Why? Because it has proven to greatly enhance efficiency and organization for
related auto manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors and retailers. In fact, software and automotive critics have
endorsed Auto Plus 2.05, and are singing its praises. And users are reporting immeasurable organization and
efficiency, increased sales, improved productivity and far-reaching systematic procedures.

Quoting Mr. Halverson, CEO of RiverÂ�s Edge: Â�We listened to what our clients had to say and because we
wanted to help resolve all their business challenges as well as assuring the most cost-effective upgrade in the
fastest, easiest way, we went back to the drawing board and augmented the user-friendly software, giving our
clients even greater power to make positive changes while keeping their business running smoothly. Using the
latest and most advanced technology, Auto Plus 2.05 does that and more. In our desire to provide the greatest
business solutions that go above and beyond client expectations, Auto Plus 2.05 now makes it possible for
anyone in the automotive community to have access to this phenomenal software.

According to Mr. John Hess, Editor of the Cool Profits Trade Magazine: Â�Having reviewed many
computerized shop management systems during the past 10 or so years, most were adequate to good, but all
suffered from a complex menu or navigation system. Not so with Auto Plus. IÂ�m really excited about this
software as itÂ�s simple to learn and use, packs the power to run a large multi-user warehouse distribution
operation and has the ability to produce catalogs both written and on CD for distribution. And thatÂ�s only the
beginning. Once taking a look at the opening menu, itÂ�s easy to see how sweet this really gets. I highly
recommend trying RiverÂ�s Edge Auto Plus
Demo. Â�

New Features:

Auto Plus 2.05 has added exciting new features that provide a host of highlights some of which address:

Â� Updated Price Sheet functionality
Â� Default gross profit margins for calculating purposes
Â� Selling prices automatically analyze and enter based on pre-defined gross profit margin
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Â� Allows users to create and edit logos for reports or printouts
Â� Permits creation and editing of disclaimer/warranty verbiage on reports or printouts
Â� Purchase Orders search by Drop Ship name or ID number
Â� Ability to edit AAIA Make/Model/Year tables
Â� Ability to create new Make/Model/Year entries complete with engine specifications
Â� Order Entry quantity includes production automatically
Â� Searches customer database for drop shipping info
Â� Inventory Activity Report for Customer Back Orders includes Bill of Materials or Kit Details
Â� Core charges now convert to Sales Order system
Â� Manage all 174 ISO world foreign currencies
Â� Vendor profile now allows for management of foreign currency
Â� Vendor profile now allows for default LAN cost factor
Â� Vendor cost screen (buyers guide) has the ability to rank vendors
Â� Vendor cost screen (buyers guide) now allows for the automatic calculation of foreign currency to the US
dollar or vise versa
Â� Vendor cost screen (buyers guide) LAN cost is calculated automatically based on the vendors LAN factor
Â� Inventory Profile new fields include product name, short description, long description and unlimited text
fields for application and tech/special notes (useful for exporting inventory for web site applications/shopping
carts)
Â� Ability to edit Service Orders prior to posting
Â� And Much, Much More

The original version of Auto Plus allowed those in the automotive industry to enhance organization,
productivity, efficiency, as well as more easily manage systems. Now with the added features the updated
version goes steps further insofar as augmenting access information, inventory, electronic cataloging, purchase
order changes, accounts receivable and payable, customer information, order entries, and much, much more. In
short, the sophisticated software is as simple to use but even more efficient and more cost effective.

About RiverÂ�s Edge
River's Edge, Inc. is dedicated to excellence in quality and customer service. Having maintained a long-
standing industry reputation as a custom development and programming company for more than 30 years, Auto
Plus is available for demo at www.rebsi.com. RiverÂ�s Edge is dedicated to providing new products that offer
ease of function, use, reliability and quality. The overall goal of RiverÂ�s Edge has been to present the finest
computer products built specifically with the automotive industry in mind. To learn more about this remarkable
and advanced software utility, please visit the Auto Plus web site at www.rebsi.com. For further details and
sales information, you may contact Johnny Halverson at 818-993-6851 or e-mail him at info@rebsi.com. Trials
of Auto Plus Software are available with no obligation.

Press Release Written By Charlene Rashkow of www.allyourwritingneeds.com
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Contact Information
Johnny Halverson
RIVER'S EDGE, INC.
http://www.rebsi.com
818-993-6851

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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